Abstract-The algorithm of variational inequality is the important and valuable question in real life all the time. In this paper, a globally convergent algorithm of variational inequality is proposed. The method ensures that the corrector step sizes have a uniformly positive bound from below. In order to prove convergence of algorithm, we first establish some definitions, properties and theorem, and then we prove its global convergence under appropriate conditions.
Sun studied VI in his literature [2] ,and gave a new method to find the descent direction in the following way: Assuming that the underlying mapping F is pseudomonotone, the author proves that this new method is globally convergent and gives a necessary and sufficient condition when the solution set is nonempty. Using literature thoughts [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , we propose a modified projection-type method of GVI.
II. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES
In order to prove convergence of algorithm, we need someconclusions and assumptions, review that as fellows:
For a nonempty closed convex-set n R  , where
Some important properties of projection are as follows:
 is a nonempty-closed convex set,for all n uR  and v  .then we have that
(2) According to Lemma1 we have a conclusion that projection operator is non-expansive,and we also obtain an equivalent proposition on solution set of GVI.
Lemma2 Vector 
 
and k m is a minimal nonnegative integer m and satisfies formula below 
,we obtain that 
Add (6), (7), (8),we obtain that
By transposing and sorting , the proposition is founded. 
,use the formula of above,we have that
By combining assumption3),the sequence   k u which generated by algorithm is bounded.The result is proved.
□
From theorem1,we obtain this algorithm is a projectiontype and contraction method. 75 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org
According to the expression of ( , )
So the step length of this algorithm is a uniformly positive bound from below. the result is proved. □ From Lemma6 and Theorem1,we have that 
by combining the continuity of F and the conclusion of lemma3 and liner search (3),for all 0 kK  and k  we obtain that 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECT
As everyone knows, variational inequality originated in the mathematical physics problem with the nonlinear programming, In this paper, we get a new globally convergent algorithm of variational inequality, it can be widely used in the physical, mechanical, engineering, economic and other fields ,how to popularize It better in Practical Engineering Application is a topic for future research.
